Republic of the Philippines
OFFICE OF THE MUNICIPAL MAYOR
Hagonoy, Davao del Sur

FOREWORD
This current administration is committed to transform Hagonoy into an AgroIndustrial and Eco-Tourism municipality that can compete with the best municipalities in
the whole country. We had introduced better schemes and progressive reforms through
the updating of necessary tools that will invent and reinvent income generating endeavors.
Importantly, we are engaging the strong support of barangay governments, private sector
and the citizenry in the implementation of the revised Municipal Revenue Code. For what
the government’s income can generate can be spent back to the Hagonoyans with the
wider accessibility to basic government services.
The Municipal Revenue Code covering the period 2017 – 2021 is an appropriate
instrument that will speed–up our reforms and attunes to one of our top priority
framework and administration’s flagship programs which are :
1.
2.
3.
4.

Local Economic Development
Agricultural Productivity and Profitability
Zeroing on Crime and Corruption
Access to Basic Government Services

This includes the efforts of the LGU on the enhancement of Business Permits and
Licensing System (BPLS) ; 72 – hours business processing ; 3 steps system and
intensifying our adoption to automation/computerization program. The flagship program
of government is a guide of the present administration of the various plans and projects to
implement to ensure the efficiency of public service delivery with available facilities.
As I said on the first day of government service , this administration will exert actions
as the beginning of small but certain steps towards our envisioned agro-industrial
municipality. With the introduction of these reforms we expect some challenges because
often the local government initiates reforms there maybe expected resistance. We should
challenge the status quo and eliminate leakages and wasteful spending.
It is hoped therefore that this revenue code shall be effectively utilized in order to
attain a progressive and healthy locality.
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